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What are Weak Market Cities?

• The rise and fall of great industrial cities?

• Or the fall and rise of jigsaw cities?



Great industrial cities

• The first king of a 

unified Italy ruled from 

Torino, as the national Torino, as the national 

capital.



Great industrial cities

• Belfast earned for 

Northern Ireland a 

Parliament of its own, Parliament of its own, 

built to replicate 

Westminster



Great industries

• Stainless steel and silver 

plating were invented in 

SheffieldSheffield



Small workshops

• But world production leaders grew on the 

back of small workshops and inventive, hands-

on engineers



Inventions started small

• An ancient iron 

grounding in Sheffield

• Today some small 

industrial workshops 

survive (Saint Etienne)



Inventions made populations mobile

• Cities found new ways of moving people 

around

– Trains

– Bicycles– Bicycles

– Cars



First trains…

Saint Etienne built France’s first passenger railway…



…and bicycles

…and became France’s centre of bicycle production



Giants often self-destruct

• Gigantism brought its own production 

problems

• It also brought conflict-prone power struggles

• It could lead to actual violence• It could lead to actual violence



Titanic, Belfast

• The Titanic, built in 

Belfast, was the world’s Belfast, was the world’s 

largest ocean liner. On 

its maiden voyage its 

huge hulk turned too 

slowly to avoid the 

iceberg that sank it.



Storming factory gates

• Fiat workers massed at 

factory gates of Torino’s 

largest factory in largest factory in 

protest.



Miners strike - Sheffield

• Thatcher’s 
determination to 
privatise national privatise national 
industries and close 
redundant mines led to 
violent confrontations 
around Sheffield, HQ of 
the National Union of 
Mine Workers 



Urban violence

• Some cities witnessed violent political and 

industrial struggles

• These were often made worse by industrial 

closuresclosures

• Job losses affected populations unevenly



Riots

• The virtual closure of 

Belfast’s docks and 

consequent job losses consequent job losses 

fuelled community 

tensions in affected 

areas, spilling over 

into the “Troubles”



Unrest

• Bilbao, the industrial 
heartland of the 
independently minded independently minded 
Basque country, 
witnessed militant 
industrial strife 
alongside the constant 
threat of Nationalist 
violence.



Collapse

• The total collapse of some major industries, 

over the 1970s and 80s generated:

– a loss of confidence, and 

– an atmosphere of abandonment.– an atmosphere of abandonment.



Abandonment

• Closed dock in Bremen



Closure

• Empty HQ of Harland 

and Wolff shipyard in 

BelfastBelfast



Devastating decline

• Decline set in and ‘mass’ ideas lost their 

fascination

• Mass housing was a socially damaging victim

• France depicted social housing companies as • France depicted social housing companies as 

dinosaurs on their 100th anniversary in spite of 

its proud visionary, Le Corbusier



Le Corbusier’s dream

Unité d’Habitation, near Saint Etienne



Great wall of China

• Le Mur de Chine in 

peripheral Quartier Sud

Est, Saint Etienne, was Est, Saint Etienne, was 

demolished in the late 

1990s due to low 

demand and 

management problems



Torino’s blocks

Torino built more social housing than any other Italian city

Above: subsidised blocks near Fiat’s 

Mirafiori factory

Right:  now renovated through the 

City’s Neighbourhood Unit



Bilbao’s worker housing

• A very dense city 

surrounded by steep 

hills built thousands of hills built thousands of 

subsidised flats to 

replace immigrant 

slums



Dereliction

• Dereliction became 

commonplace

• Bremen was forced to • Bremen was forced to 

demolish some low 

demand blocks



Phoenix cities

• Cities concentrate indispensable physical, 
economic and social resources:
– Land

– People

– Infrastructure– Infrastructure

– Buildings

– Knowledge

– Innovation

– Connections

• Rediscovering embedded resources created 
momentum for recovery



Strong public interventions

• Can drive recovery

• Recreate wealth

• Restart progress

• Change ideas of how to do things

• Fit many pieces together• Fit many pieces together

• Reverse physical and environmental degradation

• Support economic investments

• Adopt integrationist approaches

• Target disadvantaged areas and people

• Renew run down buildings

• Hand-hold people into new jobs



Multiple projects

• Big and small

• City centres

• Skills

• Neighbourhood renewal• Neighbourhood renewal

• Transport



City centres – Sheffield 

Sheffield’s restored central square 

from Town Hall steps

Inside Sheffield’s 

magnificently restored Town 

Hall



City remaking – Sheffield 

Evocative cutlery sculpture in 

Winter Garden

Sheffield’s glass covered Winter 

Garden adjacent to the central square 



Against the odds

• Against all predictions 

troubled cities like 

Belfast have begun to 

recover

Belfast restored its derelict 

riverside through the Laganside

Partnership



Urban Tourism

Belfast has become an urban tourist destination. 

Above left: Merchant Hotel

Above right: Black Box arts centre in the Cathedral Quarter



History reborn

Historic cities like Bremen and Bilbao restored their medieval 

core

Bremen’s historic city centre
Bilbao’s historic city centre



The Guggenheim effect

Bilbao attracted a million visitors a year, following its reclamation of the old dock 

area and the opening of the Guggenheim.



“Hi-tec” skills shaped the new 

economy

Above left: Bremen’s Science Park

Above right: Bremen’s Technology Park

Left: Building Airbus in Bremen



Torino – actively fostered innovation

Torino’s Technology Incubator Torino’s Enviropark – a  science park 

specialising in environmental 

technologies



“Low-tec” skills - Torino

• Low-tec skills require 

special focus and 

detailed case by case 

investment



Moroccan bread-making co-operative

Most stall holders are relatively recent 

immigrants, mainly illegal

A group of Moroccan women now sell 

their bread in the market and other parts 

of the city centre. The bread is very 

popular



Neighbourhood bases

Community café in low-income former port area with large minority population. This 

community café within Gröpelingen is run by local residents overcoming serious 

health and learning difficulties. It is popular with local people.



Job Match and Job Net 

• Sheffield programmes 

to help employers and 

potential employees

Above: The old public bath house in 

Sheffield’s Netherthorpe and Upperthorpe

became a vital community centre 

fostering healthy living, community 

activities and job access.

Left: One of Sheffield’s neighbourhood Job 

Net centres



Inner neighbourhoods

• Older inner areas of all the cities lost

– people

– jobs

– skills– skills

– activity

• They cried out for restoration



Saint Etienne

An old building awaiting restoration An old courtyard



Saint Etienne

A traditional back lane near the city 

centre with real potential A derelict inner city site



Restoring traditional streets

• Neighbourhood 

restoration became a 

major publicly funded 

plank of city recovery

• Making places •

attractive helped 

repopulate abandoned 

homes 

Leipzig is the most dramatic example of inner city 

abandonment and restoration



Small open spaces

• Saint Etienne transformed its 150 small spaces 

one by one.

• Torino did likewise.



Saint Etienne



Torino



Small enterprises

Shops re-open in Burngreave, Sheffield



Small enterprises

• Boys in Belfast 

join in friendly 

exchange exchange 

(football) with 

our researcher



How do cities pull all of these strands 

together?

• Is this piecemeal?

• Unjoined up?

• Conflictual?• Conflictual?

• Or a jigsaw?

• Will it all come together?



Do these cities capture our shared future?

Torino – Enviropark

hydrogen scooter Belfast – the world’s first 

commercial tidal turbine



Bremen – the world’s first 

commercial kite-driven 

container ship
Leipzig – solar valley



Veolia District Energy Network – Sheffield by night



Huge uncertainties now threaten 

global cities

• Is it true that:

“It’s better to be in Belfast over the next few years 

that the City of London”?

Who said this?


